Reliability and validity of three shortened versions of the State Anxiety Inventory scale during the perinatal period.
The screening for anxiety in obstetric settings has been challenging due to time and knowledge constraints. Brief, valid, and reliable instruments can provide health care professionals with a quick and easy method to assess anxiety. Three six-item forms of the State Anxiety Inventory scale have been constructed. The purpose of this study was to evaluate and compare the psychometric properties of these short versions in the perinatal period. Data were drawn from a longitudinal pregnancy cohort in Alberta, Canada. Internal consistency of the shortened versions was assessed. Confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to estimate and compare indicators of fit during pregnancy and at 4 and 12 months postpartum. All shortened scales demonstrated high internal consistency and reliability, with alphas ranging from 0.81 to 0.85. All fit indices were greater than 0.93, implying a good fit between each model and our data. In the model comparisons, the Marteau and Bekker scale provided a more robust fit to data obtained during pregnancy and the early postpartum period. At 12 months postpartum, the Chlan et al. form demonstrated the best fit of the three versions. The shortened scales appear to have acceptable psychometric properties. Brief scales have the potential to provide an economical means of assessing perinatal anxiety and can be considered as equivalent alternatives to the full-scale version.